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BRILLIANCE AUDIO, United States, 2015. CD-Audio. Book Condition: New. Unabridged. 171 x 133 mm. Language: English. Brand New. Dear Listener, Rich Woman is an audiobook on investing for women. Why an investment book written just for women? There’s a very good reason. The how-to’s of investing; how to buy and sell a stock or how to find a profitable rental property are the same for men and women. What’s different are the unique issues that women face when it comes to money and investing. Here are some eye-opening statistics: * 47% of women over the age of 50 are single. * 50% of marriages end in divorce. (The #1 thing couples fight about is money.) * In the first year after a divorce, a woman’s standard of living drops an average of 73%. * 90% of all women will be solely responsible for their financial well-being within their lifetime. Let’s face it, what worked for our mothers and grandmothers is not working for most of us, our daughters and our granddaughters. So now is the time for women to get smarter with their money. My passion is to educate and encourage women...

Reviews

This is actually the very best pdf i have read through right up until now. This really is for those who statte there was not a well worth looking at. Your lifestyle period is going to be convert as soon as you total reading this article publication.
-- Margaretta Wolf

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It really is simplified but unexpected situations in the 50 percent of your book. Its been developed in an exceptionally straightforward way and it is merely soon after i finished reading through this pdf where in fact transformed me, modify the way i think.
-- Dalton Mertz
Why would women need a separate book about finances? Is this some sort of a marketing trick? Hasn't Robert, her husband, already explained everything in his Rich Dad, Poor Dad? As I started reading, I had no doubts or questions left. Kim provides jaw-dropping statistics showing how financially vulnerable women can become later in their lives, points out the most common financial mistakes women make and analysis most common excuses why not to invest. There was a lot of things I hadn't thought about earlier. A must read book! Feeling empowered as a woman and beginner investor. Even if you think you are not interested in investing and just want to improve your financial situation. ... then still read this book! Helpful. Rich Woman is an audiobook on investing for women. Why an investment book written just for women? There's a very good reason. The how-to's of investing; how to buy and sell a stock or how to find a profitable rental property are the same for men and women. What's different are the unique issues that women face when it comes to money and investing. Here are some eye-opening statistics: * 47% of women over the age of 50 are single. * 50% of marriages end in divorce. (The #1 thing couples fight about is money.) * In the first year after a divorce, a woman's standard of living Rich Dad Poor Dad: What the Rich Teach Their Kids About Money That the Poor and Middle Class Do Not! by Robert T. Kiyosaki Mass Market Paperback 29.00 AED. In Stock. Ships from and sold by Amazon.ae. I do like the best parts toward the end of the book where the author gets to the point. Good keys to being a woman investor. And the statistics she points out....ladies, we rock at investing! We only need to educate ourselves. I recommend reading this book if you are a woman interested in improving your financial life. Independence is so important. Read more. 3 people found this helpful. Rhonda. 4.0 out of 5 starsFinancial Freedom Through Investing. October 24, 2016 - Published on Amazon.com. Verified Purchase.
Rich Woman book. Read 133 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Why do so many women accept the myth that men are better at investing? RICH WOMAN - which was self-published by The Rich Dad Company — addresses this self-sabotaging habit head on and teaches women the essentials about finance. Key sections include: The First Four Keys to Being a Successful Investor - Arm yourself with some financial education, start small, put a little mon Why do so many women accept the myth that men are better at investing? Rich Dad Poor Dad: What the Rich Teach Their Kids About Money That the Poor and Middle Class Do Not! by Robert T. Kiyosaki Mass Market Paperback 29,00 AED. In Stock. Ships from and sold by Amazon.ae. Rich Dad's Cashflow Quadrant: Guide to Financial Freedom by Robert T. Kiyosaki Paperback 68,00 AED. Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Sold by Rag&Sak and ships from Amazon Fulfillment.Â I do like the best parts toward the end of the book where the author gets to the point. Good keys to being a woman investor. And the statistics she points out.....ladies, we rock at investing! We only need to educate ourselves. I recommend reading this book if you are a woman interested in improving your financial life. Independence is so important. Read more. 3 people found this helpful. Title: Mujer Millonaria/ Rich Woman. Catalogue Number: 9786073141772. Format: BOOK. Missing Information?. Read full description. See details and exclusions - Kiyosaki Kim-Mujer Millonaria/ Rich Woman (US IMPORT) BOOK NEW. See all 4 brand new listings. QtyÂ item 1 Mujer Millonaria/ Rich Woman : Guia Financier Para La Mujer, Paperback by Kiy 1 - Mujer Millonaria/ Rich Woman : Guia Financier Para La Mujer, Paperback by Kiy £11.36. Free postage. SPONSORED. item 2 Mujer Millonaria / Rich Woman: A Book on Investing for Women 2 - Mujer Millonaria / Rich Woman: A Book on Investing for Women. Â£13.96. Free postage. Why would women need a separate book about finances? Is this some sort of a marketing trick? Hasn't Robert, her husband, already explained everything in his Rich Dad, Poor Dad? As I started reading, I had no doubts or questions left. Kim provides jaw-dropping statistics showing how financially vulnerable women can become later in their lives, points out the most common financial mistakes women make and analysis most common excuses why not to invest. There was a lot of things I hadn't thought about earlier.Â A must read book! Feeling empowered as a woman and beginner investor. Even if you think you are not interested in investing and just want to improve your financial situation. ... then still read this book! Read more. Helpful.